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We prove that for every planar graph H there is a number w such that every 
graph with no minor isomorphic to H can be constructed from graphs with at most 
w vertices, by piecing them together in a tree structure. This has several consequen- 
ces; for example, it implies that: (i) if & is a set of graphs such that no member is 
isomorphic to a minor of another, and some member of & is planar, then JZ! is 
finite; (ii) for every fixed planar graph H there is a polynomial time algorithm to 
test if an arbitrary graph has a minor isomorphic to H, (iii) there is a generalization 
of a theorem of Erdiis and Pbsa (concerning the maximum number of disjoint cir- 
cuits in a graph) to planar structures other than circuits. 0 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Graphs in this paper are finite, and may have loops and multiple edges. 
A graph is a minor of another if the first can be obtained by contraction 
from a subgraph of the second. 
We begin with a definition of the “tree-width” of a graph. This concept 
has been discussed in other papers of this series, but for the reader’s con- 
venience we define it again here. A tree-decomposition (T, x) of a graph G is 
a tree T together with a family x = (X,: t E V(T)) of subsets of V(G), such 
that 
(i) IJ(X,: TV V(T))= V(G); 
(ii) for each edge e of G there exists t E V(T) such that e has both 
ends (or its end, in the case of a loop) in X,; 
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(iii) for t, t’, t” E V(T), if t’ lies on the path of T between t and t”, 
then X, n X,., s X,, . 
The width of the tree-decomposition is max( IX,1 - 1: t E V(T)); and the 
tree-width of G is the minimum w  > 0 such that G has a tree-decomposition 
of width <w. 
The following results are easy to prove. 
(1.1) The simple graphs of tree-width < 1 are precisely the forests. 
(1.2) The graphs of tree-width 62 are precisely the series-parallel 
graphs. 
(1.3) If H is a minor of G then the tree-width of H is no greater than the 
tree-width of G. 
(1.4) For n > 1, the complete graph K, has tree-width n - 1, andfor 8 > 2 
the O-grid has tree-width 0. 
(When 8> 2 is an integer, the O-grid is the simple graph with vertex set 
{u,,: 1 < i, j< e}, in which ub and urY are adjacent if Ii- i’l + [j-j’1 = 1.) 
The principal result of this paper is 
(1.5) For every planar graph H, there is a number w such that every 
planar graph with no minor isomorphic to H has tree-width <w. 
We remark that if H is non-planar there is no such number w: because, 
for example, the e-grids have arbitrarily large tree-width and yet have no 
minor isomorphic to H. 
The main step in the proof of (1.5) is the following, which seems to be of 
some independent interest. 
(1.6) For any positive integer 8 there exists an integer 8’ such that if G 
has subgraphs H and K, each with 28’ components, and if each component 
of H meets each component of K, then G contains a e-grid minor. 
In earlier papers of this series, (1.5) was used to show the following. 
(1.7) [ll]. If G1, Gz,... is a countable sequence of graphs and G, is 
planar, then there exist i, j with j> i such that Gi is isomorphic to a minor 
of Gj 
(This is a partial result towards an unpublished conjecture of Wagner, 
that (1.7) is true even if Gr is not planar,) 
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(1.8) [lo]. If H is any fixed planar graph, there is a polynomial time 
algorithm to test if an arbitrary graph has a minor isomorphic to H. 
(In a later paper we shall show that this is true even for non-planar H.) 
In Section 8 we give a new application of (1.5), generalizing the 
Erdos-Posa theorem on the maximum number of disjoint circuits in a 
graph. 
Let us clarify some terminology. It will sometimes be convenient to iden- 
tify a subset of the vertex set of a graph with the corresponding subgraph 
with no edges, but this should cause no confusion. Two subgraphs of a 
graph are disjoint if they have no common vertices, and otherwise they 
meet. Subgraphs G, ,..., G, of a graph are disjoint if every two of them are 
disjoint. A path has at least one vertex, and has no “repeated” vertices. 
Every path has an initial vertex and a terminal vertex. If A, B are subgraphs 
of a graph, a path from A to B has its initial vertex in V(A) and its terminal 
vertex in V(B). If A, B, C are subgraphs of a graph, C separates A and B if 
every path from A to B meets C. A separation of a graph G is a pair 
( I’, , VT), where V, , V2 c V(G), V, u V, = V(G), and no vertex of V, - V, 
is adjacent to any vertex of V, - V, . If XE V(G), G\X denotes the result of 
deleting X from G, and G 1 X denotes G\( V(G) - X). We often abbreviate 
G\(v) by G\v. A graph G is a subdivision of a graph H if H can be 
obtained from G by (repeatedly) contracting a non-loop edge incident with 
a vertex of valency 2. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let us restate (1.5) to show the dependence of w  upon H. For any planar 
graph H there is an even value of 0 > 6 such that H is isomorphic to a 
minor of the d-grid. (This is easy to see, but for a proof see [l, 123.) 
Denote by 0(H) the smallest such value of 8. 
Now let 82 6 be some even number. For k 2 2, n > 0, define cr(k, n) 
inductively by 
a(2, n) = n + 1 
a(k,n)=2”‘+a(k-1,2”@+n+l), for k>3. 
Define 0, =2cr(8*/2,0*/2). Define qJ,, = 8*/2, and for 06 k< e1 define tik 
inductively by 
qbk = qbk + 124k+1@. 
Define 
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8, = (e*/2)+ 1 
8, = 4e,, 64 
08= 3e5(3e5-1)/4 
8, = e7(e8 + 1) + 1. 
To emphasize the dependence of these parameters on 8, we occasionally 
write %,(%) instead of e9, etc. 
(2.1) Zf H is a planar graph, then every graph with no minor isomorphic 
to H has tree-width at most 8,(8(H)). 
To prove this, we observe that if G has no minor isomorphic to H then 
G certainly has no minor isomorphic to the %-grid, where 8 = 8(H). It suf- 
fices therefore to prove that for 826 and even, if G has no minor 
isomorphic to the %-grid then G has tree-width < e9. This we shall show in 
(7.3). Throughout the rest of the paper, 8 is a fixed even integer with 8 b 6. 
Let SO be the class of all graphs with no minor isomorphic to the %-grid. 
3. GRIDS 
The following was proved in [9, Theorem (2.9)]. 
(3.1) Let B1,..., B, be disjoint connected subgraphs of GE &, and let 
V’ c V(G). Let r 2 0 be an integer. Then at least orle of the following is true: 
(i) there exists JC {l,..., n} with IJI = r such that for each je J there 
is a path Pi in G from B, to v’, and the paths Pj( jE J) are disjoint, and each 
has no internal vertex in V’ u ujBJ V(B,); 
(ii) there exists A’S V(G) and JC (l,..., rz} with (XI + IJ\ ~2~‘~ such 
that X separates V’ from every Bj (j E {l,..., n} -J). 
The object of the present section is to use (3.1) to prove the following. 
Note that cr(k, n) is defined in Section 2. 
582b/41/1-7 
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(3.2) Let GEF~, and let V, ,..., V, E V(G), where k 2 2. Let n B 0 be an 
integer. Then at least one of the following is true: 
(i) there are disjoint connected subgraphs B1,..., B, of G such that 
each Bj meets each Vi (1 <iik, 1 <j<n) 
(ii) there exists XC V(G) with 1x1 < a(k, n) such that every connected 
subgraph of G which meets all of V, ,..., V, also meets X. 
Proof We proceed by induction on k. If k = 2 the result follows from 
Menger’s theorem, and we assume then that k > 3 and that the result holds 
for k- 1. 
Let C1 ,..., C, be disjoint connected subgraphs of G, each meeting all of 
V 1 ,..., Vk- i, chosen so that N is maximum. We may assume that N > n; for 
otherwise the result follows from our inductive hypothesis and the fact that 
a(k - 1, n) < a(k, n). We may assume that fewer than n of C1 ,..., C, meet 
V, since otherwise (i) holds, and so we may assume that C, ,..., C,-, do 
not meet Vk. We apply (3.1), and deduce that one of the following cases 
holds. 
Case 1. There exists JG {l,..., N-n} with 1 JI = n such that for each 
je J there is a path P, from Cj to Vk, and the paths Pi (j E J) are disjoint, 
and each has no internal vertex in V, v UiGJ V(Cj). 
In this case (i) is true, using the subgraphs C, u P,(jE J). 
Case 2. There exists x’ E V(G) and J& {l,..., N-n} with Ix’\ + IJI Q 
2ne4 such that X’ separates V, from every C, (jE ( l,..., N-n} -J). 
In this case, let ( W,, W,) be a separation of G with W, n W, =X’, 
Vk~ W,, and V(C,)s W, (jE{l,...,N-n}-J). Let W= W,- W,, let 
G’=GIW,andlet Vi=V,nW(ldi<k-1). 
Now V(C,)n W=Q, for each jE (l,..., N-n} -J, since V(C,)s W,. By 
the maximality of N, the maximum number of disjoint connected sub- 
graphs of G’ each meeting all of Vi,..., VkP r is at most 
1 JI + n < 2”@ + n + 1 
and so by our inductive hypothesis there exists x” s V(G’) with 
such that every connected subgraph of G’ which meets all of V1 ,..., Vk_, 
also meets X”. But then every connected subgraph B of G which meets all 
of vi )...) V, also meets X’u X”. For if such a B does not meet A”, then 
V(B) E W since B meets Vk; hence B meets all of Vi ,..., Vk- r, and so B 
meets X”. But 
IX’uX”(<2”@+cr(k-1,2”@+n+l)=a(k,n) 
and so X= X’ u X” satisfies (ii), as required. 
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We remark that an assumption of the kind G E & is needed in this result. 
For example, let G be the &grid with vertices uii (1 6 i, j < 4); let 
VI = {ull,...r uqs,> 
v2 = {UII,..., 6,) 
v, = { Uld,..., u,,}. 
Take n = 2. Then (i) of (3.2) is false, as is easily seen; and the smallest set X 
making (ii) true has cardinality 4, which can be arbitrarily large. 
4. GRIDS AND WEES 
Let G be a graph. An (m, n)-web in G is a pair ((A ,,..., A,), (B ,,..., B,)), 
where A, ,..., A,,,, B, ,..., B, are paths of G, such that 
(i) Al,..., A, are disjoint, and B,,..., B, are disjoint; 
(ii) each Ai meets each Bj; 
(iii) Al ,..., A,, B, ,..., B, are pairwise edge-disjoint. 
(We permit m = 0 and n = 0.) The object of this section is to prove that if 
G E 4 then G has no (e,, (!I,)-web, where 8, is as defined in Section 2. 
(4.1) Let GE&. Let A, ,..., A,,,, B ,,..., B, be disjoint connected subgraphs 
of G such that for 1 < i < m, 1 6 j < n there is a vertex of Ai and a vertex oj 
B, which are adjacent in G. Then either m < 02/2 or n < 02/2. 
Proof By contracting the edges of each of A, ,..., A,,,, B, ,..., B, we 
obtain a graph which has a subgraph isomorphic to K,,,,. But 
Ke2,2,e2,2 $ PO, and the result follows. 
(4.2) Let A, ,..., A02,2 be disjoint connected subgraphs of GE &, and let 
B 1 ,*-9 B, be pairwise edge-disjoint connected subgraphs of G. Suppose that for 
1 < i < e2/2, 1 < j d n there is a unique uertex vii in V(A,) n V(B,), and it has 
ualency 1 in Bj. Suppose in addition that all vertices of G have ualency <4. 
Then n < O,, where 8, is as defined in Section 2. 
Proof Put m = 02/2. We may assume that each B, is a tree with end- 
vertices uIj,..., u,,,~. For 1 d j< n, let Bi be the tree obtained from Bj by 
deleting uIj,..., u,,,~. Thus no vertex of G is in more than two of B;,..., BL, 
since G has maximum valency ~4. Let 
G’=G\(V(A,)u ... u V(A,)). 
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Then each II,’ is a subgraph of G’. For 1~ i < m, 1~ j < n, let uii be the 
(unique) vertex of Bj adjacent in Bj to vii. For 16 i < m, let Vi = 
L+; Fj<n), Then VI,..., V,,, c V(G’) (since m > 2), and each BJ meets 
By (i.1) there do not exist 0*/2 disjoint connected subgraphs of G’ each 
meeting each of VI,..., V,. Hence by (3.2) there exists XS V(G’) with 
1x1 < u(8*/2, e2/2), such that every connected subgraph of G’ which meets 
all of V, ,..., V, also meets X. In particular, X meets each of B, ~ .. . . B,. But 
any vertex of X is in at most two of BI,..., B,, and so 1x1 >, n/2. Thus 
n/2 < cr(tI*/2,0*/2) as required. 
Let ((A 1 ,..., 4, (B, ,..., B,)) be an (m, n)-web in a graph G. A spider of 
this web is a connected subgraph C of G such that 
(i) C is edge-disjoint from B1,..., B,; 
(ii) for 1 < i 6 m, C has a unique vertex in common with A i, and that 
vertex has valency 1 in C. 
We shall need the following, proved in [9, Theorem (2.8)]. 
(4.3) Let Ai, A2 E V(G), where GE %0, and let D1,..., D, be disjoint sub- 
graphs of G, each with at most d components. Suppose that there are n dis- 
joint paths in G from A, to A,, and for 1 < k < m, D, separates A, and A,. 
Then either n < de*/2 or m < 2de2’2(02 + 2dQ*‘). 
(4.4) Let GE %0, and let p, q 3 0 be integers. Let m = ~2~@, n = p + 
q+m. Suppose that ((A, ,..., A,), (B, ,..., B,)) is an (m, n)-web in G. Then 
there exists IS { l,..., m}, JS { l,..., n} such that II) = p, I JI = q, and 
((Ai: iEZ), (B,: jE J)) is a (p, q)-web with a spider. 
Proof We assume p > 0, for otherwise the result is trivial. We assume 
without loss of generality that every vertex and edge of G occurs in one of 
A 1 ,..., A,, B ,,.,. I B,. Let L be the simple graph with vertex set { I,..., m}, in 
which distinct i, i’ are adjacent if there exists j E { I,..., n) such that a sub- 
path of Bj has initial vertex in one of Ai, A,,, terminal vertex in the other, 
and no interior vertex in any of A, ,..., A,,,. For each XC V(L), we define 
N(X) to be the set of vertices of L not in X but adjacent in L to a vertex 
of X. 
Case 1. IN( V( L’))] < p for euery connected subgraph L’ of L. 
Define Y, = { 1 }, and inductively, having defined Y, ,..., Yk, define 
Y k+l=Ny,u ... u Y,). Then IY,l <p for all k>O. Define m’=2pe2. 
Now L is connected and 
/Y,u .I. w Y,,-,l~p(m’-l~<m=IV(L)I, 
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and so Y,, # 0. We assume 2 E Y,, (say). Now for 1 <k <m’, Yk separates 
{ 1 } and { 2) in L, and so Dk separates A, and A, in G, where Dk is the 
subgraph of G with 1 Ykl components A,(,~E Y,). But there are n disjoint 
paths in G from A, to A2 (subpaths of Br,..., B,) and so by (4.3), either n < 
(p- 1) 8*/2 or 
But n = p + q + ~2~” and m’ = 2pBz, a contradiction. 
Case 2. IN( V(L’))I > p f or some connected subgraph L’ of L. 
Choose Is N( V(L’)) with IZ( = p. For each i E I choose ji E { l,..., n} such 
that there is a subpath of BjI joining A, and A,, for some h E V(L’), with no 
interior vertex in any of A,,..., A,. Let Pi be such a subpath. Choose a 
spanning tree of L’ with edge-set E’ say, and for each e E E’ with ends i, i’ 
say, choose j, E {l,..., n} such that there is a subpath of BjC joining Ai and 
A, with no interior vertex in any of A, ,..., A,,,. Let Qe be such a subpath. 
Let C be the subgraph of G consisting of the paths Ai(ig V(L’)), Pi(i~ I) 
and QJe E E’). Then C is connected, and has a unique vertex in common 
with each Ai(i E I), and that vertex has valency 1 in C. Choose 
JE { l,..., n}-{j,:iEZ}-{jc:eEE’} 
with IJI = q. This is possible since 
n-1Zl-Il?I~n-p-m=q. 
Then ((Ai: i E I), (Bj: Jo J)) is a (p, q)-web with spider C. This completes 
the proof. 
Define de, ,..., &, as in Section 2. Define tie, = 0, and for 0 < k < 6,, define 
lClk=h+24k+l+24k+Z+ ... +%-,+h,. 
Then for O<k<6, we have 1+5~=$~+, +dk+dk+,. 
(4.5) For 0 <k< t?*, if GELS has a (dk, $,)-web with k edge-disjoint 
spiders, then it has a (dk+ I, I,$~+ ,)-web with k + 1 edge-disjoint spiders. 
Proof: Let ((A,,..., A& (B, ,..., Btik)) be a (dk, $,)-web with k edge-dis- 
joint spiders C, ,..., Ck. Let G’ be obtained from G by deleting the edges of 
C ,,..., Ck. Then ((A ,,..., Ask), (B, ,..., B,,,lk)) is a (dk, +,)-web in G’. By (4.4) 
there exists IS { l,..., 4,) with 111 = &+ 1, and JC { l,..., II/,} with 
IJI =ti/c+, such that ((A,:i~z), (B,: jEJ)) is a (dk+I,$k+l)-web in G’ 
with a spider C, + , . But then this is a web in G, and in G it has k + 1 edge- 
disjoint spiders C, ,..., C, + 1. 
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(4.6) I~GE& then G has no (t?,, 0,)-web. 
ProojI Suppose G E & and that G has a (0,) &)-web. Delete the ver- 
tices and edges of G not used by any paths in the web, forming G’. Then 
G’ E 4, and all vertices of G’ have valency < 4. Moreover G’ has a (e,, 0,)- 
web and hence a (&,, tiO)-web. By (4.5) it has a (ie,, Ge,)-web with 0, edge- 
disjoint spiders. But ds, = e2/2, contradicting (4.2). 
5. WEBS AND MESHES 
An (m, n)-mesh in a graph G is a pair ((A ,,..., A,), (B, ,..., B,)), where 
0) Al ,... , A,, B,,..., B, are all connected subgraphs of G; 
(ii) A 1 ,..., A, are disjoint, and B1,..., B, are disjoint; 
(iii) each Ai meets each B,. 
The differences between meshes and webs are first that in meshes the Als 
and Bj’s are arbitrary connected subgraphs instead of paths, as in webs, 
and second, that we now permit Aj and B, to have common edges. The 
object of this section is to prove that if G E & then G has no (Q,, (I,)-mesh, 
where e5, t16 are as defined in Section 2. We begin with a lemma. 
(5.1) Let v be a vertex of a connected graph G, and let p, q 2 0 be 
integers. Let VI,..., V, c V(G) be disjoint and non-empty, with 
VE Vl u ... u V,+ Then at least one of the following holds: 
(i) there is a connected subgraph C of G with v E V(C), and there are 
p vertices v, ,..., up # v of C, each with valency 1 in C, and there are distinct 
j, ,..., jp E { l,..., p4}, such that 
Vj,n V(C)= {vi} (1 <i<p); 
(ii) there is a path of G with initial vertex v, meeting exactly q + 1 of 
v  VP,. 1 ,..., 
Proof: We proceed by induction on q. The result is trivial if q = 0, and 
we assume q > 0. Let v E V,,,, say. Choose a maximal connected subgraph L 
of G with v E V(L) such that 
V(L)n Vi=0 (1 <j< P”). 
Let B, ,..., B, be the components of G\ V(L). For 1 < k < n, let Jk be the set 
of those j E (l,..., py - 1 } such that Vj n V(B,) # 0. 
Case 1. lJkl <pyW1 for alZ k (1 <k$n). 
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Now J, u . . . u J, = {l,..., pq - 1 }, since each Vj is non-empty. Choose 
Nc {l,..., H} minimal such that 





and by the minimality of N, for each k E N there exists j(k) E {l,..., py - 1 } 
such that j(k) E Jk and such that j(k) .$ JkS for each k’ EN- {k}. Let L’ be 
the subgraph of G induced on the set 
V(L) u u (V(B,): kE N). 
Then L’ is connected, and meets V, for all Jo { l,..., py - 1 }, and u E V(L’). 
Let j, ,..., jP be the numbers j(k) corresponding to p distinct numbers k E N. 
Let C be a minimal connected subgraph of L’ with v E V(C) such that 
V(C) n Vi # @ (1 d id p). Then C satisfies (i), as may be easily seen. 
Case 2. IJ,I >pyp’for some k (1 <k<n). 
Let u be a vertex of B, adjacent in G to a vertex of L. By the maximality 
of L, u E Vi for some i E {l,..., pq- 1). Choose JE Jk with in J and 
I JI = py - ‘. We apply our inductive hypothesis to Bk, a, V, n V(B,) (j E J). 
If (i) holds here then it holds for G, and if (ii) holds here then it holds for 
G. This completes the proof. 
(5.2) Let G E&, and let p, q32 be integers. Let n = (02/2)y-1, 
m = p(i) + @*(&). Suppose that ((A, ,..., A,), (B, ,..., B,)) is an (m, n)-mesh 
in G. Then there exists IS ( l,..., m) and JE ( l,..., n) with (II = p, I JI = q, 
andforeachiEIapathPiofA,, such that ((P,:igZ), (B,: jEJ))isa (p,q)- 
mesh. 
Proof: Fix i with 1 < id m for the moment. For 1 <j< n, let V, = 
V(Ai)n V(B,). Then V ,,..., V, are disjoint non-empty subsets of V(A,). Let 
us say that i is starred if there is a connected subgraph C of Ai and there 
are vertices vi,..., vBz12 of C, each with valency 1 in C, and there are distinct 
j, ,..., j02,* E ( l,..., n}, such that 
v,*n V(C)= (4 (1 ,<k<t12/2). 
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If i is starred, let J(i) be the set {ji,..., js2,2}. Let the set of all starred 
i E ( l,..., m} be I*, and let lZ*l = N. Then there exists ZcZ* with 
1112 e:j2 -l.N 
( > 
such that J(i) is the same for all ie I. Let J(i) = J say (i E I). Now 1.I = #/2, 
and so by (4.1) 111 < l3*/2. Hence 
N<;e* n 
( > e*/2 . 
It follows that there exists Z c { l,..., m} - Z* with 
ITI =m-f8* 
(eG2)cp (l$ 
Now each ieZ’ is not starred, and so by (5.1) there is a path Pi of Ai 
meeting exactly q of B, ,..., B,. There exists I” s Z’ with 
Ir’l= ; -1.,zq=p 0 
and J” c {l,..., n} with jJ”I = q, such that Pi meets Bj for iE Z”, je.Z”. This 
is the required mesh. 
The result stated earlier as (1.6) is now readily proved as follows. 
(5.3) INGEST then G has no (0,, B,)-mesh. 
ProoJ: If G has a (O,, B,)-mesh then it has a (O,, 8,)-mesh, and so by 
(5.2) it has a (O,, B4)-mesh ((A, ,..., Ao,), (B, ,..., B@,)), where each Ai is a 
path. We apply (5.2) to the mesh ((B ,,..., Bed), (A ,,..., AB,)), and deduce 
that G has a (O,, O,)-mesh ((C, ,..., C02), (0, ,..., De,)), where each Ci and 
each Dj is a path. We contract every edge of G which is both in some Ci 
and in some Dj, and obtain a graph G’EF$ which has a (O,, O,)-web, con- 
trary to (4.6). 
6. LARGE SUBGRAPHS AND SMALL SEPARATIONS 
It remains to show that if a graph has no large mesh then its tree-width 
is bounded. This will be proved in the next section. This section is devoted 
to a lemma which will be used in the proof. The following result is due to 
Tutte, implicitly in [ 131. 
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(6.1) Zf G is a 2-connected graph with n vertices, we may enumerate its 
vertices as v1 ,..., v, in such a way that for O<i<n, GI {vl ,..., vi}, 
GI {vi+,,*.., v,} are both connected. 
Let Z+ denote the set of non-negative integers. If G is a graph and 
w: I’(G) -+ Z+ is a function and XE V(G), then w(X) denotes CoeX w(v). 
We use (6.1) to prove the following. 
(6.2) Let G be a connected graph, let w: V(G) + Z+ be some function, 
and let k > 0 be an integer with k < (w( V(G)) + 2)/3. Then exactly one of the 
following is true: 
(i) there are disjoint subsets V,, V, of V(G) such that GI V, , GI V, 
are both connected and w( V,), w( V,) > k; 
(ii) there is a vertex v of G such that w( V( C)) <k for every component 
C of G\v. 
Proof Clearly not both (i) and (ii) hold. We prove that at least one of 
them holds by induction on 1 V(G)/. Suppose that G is not 2-connected, and 
let u be a vertex of G such that G\u has more than one component. Let 
V 1 ,...> V, be the vertex sets of the components of G\u. If w( VI),..., w( V,) <k 
then (ii) is true. We assume then that w( V,) > k. Define wi : {u} u V, -+ Z + 
by 
WI(V) = w(v) (VE VI) 
w,(u)=w((u}u v/,u ..’ u V,). 
Then w,({u}uV,)=w(V(G)).Let G, beGJ({u}uV,).NowG, has fewer 
vertices than G, and so by induction the result holds for Gi, wi. 
If (i) holds for Gi, wi then it holds for G, w, as is easily seen. We assume 
then that (ii) holds for Gi, w,, and that v is a vertex of G, such that 
wl( V(C)) < k for every component C of G,\v. Now v #u, because Gi\u has 
only one component, and its vertex set is V, , and wi( V, ) = w( V, ) B k. 
Hence w( V(C)) <k for every component C of G\v, and (ii) is true. 
We may assume therefore that G is 2-connected, so that (6.1) applies. Let 
G have vertices vi ,..., v,, enumerated so that for 0 < i 6 n, G 1 {v, ,..., Vi}, 
GI {vi+l,..., v,} are both connected. Choose an integer i with 0 6 i< n, 
minimum such that 
c(w(vj): l<j<i)ak. 
x(w(v,):i<j<n)>k 
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then (i) holds, and so we assume this is false, that is, 
1 (W(Uj): 1 <j< i) Z W( V(G))-k + 1. 
By the minimality of i, 
C (w(uj): 1 <j<i)Qk- 1 
and so 
w(ui) > w( V(G)) - 2k + 2 2 k 
since k < (w( V(G)) + 2)/3. Now G\ui is connected, since G is a-connected, 
and so we may assume that w( V(G) - { ui}) < k, for otherwise (i) is true. 
But in that case (ii) is true, as required. 
We use (6.2) to prove the following, the main result of this section. (For 
a related theorem, see [7, 83.) 
(6.3) Let G be a connected graph, and let k > 0 be an integer. Then at 
least one of the following is true: 
(i) there are k disjoint connected subgraphs of G, each with at least 
2(3k- l))‘IV(G)I uertices; 
(ii) there exists Xc V(G) with 1x1 < k such that euery component of 
G\X has fewer than 1 V( G)(/3 uertices. 
ProoJ If S? is a set of k disjoint connected subgraphs of G, we define 
d(g) to be the k-tuple (b,,..., bk), where the members of %? have vertex sets 
of cardinality b, ,..., bk, respectively, and b, d bz < . . . < bk. Choose such a 
set $9 with d(W) lexicographically last; that is, there is no set g’ with 
d(9Y) = (b; ,..., b;) say, where for some j (1 <j< k), bj > bj and bl = b, for 
ldi<j. Ifb,B2(3k-1))11V(G)I then (i) is true, and so we assume that 
b, <2(3k - l)-‘1 V(G)\ and shall prove that (ii) is true. Let 99 = 
{B 1 ,.‘., Bk}, where V(B,)= Vi and IV,/ = bj (1 <i< k). From the 
lexicographic lastness of d(g), 
VI ” ... u V,= V(G) 
since G is connected; and so 
c bi= I V(G)l. 
lGi=Gk 
Now 
c 3”b, < 1 V(G)1 
I<i<k 
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by our assumption, and so b; > 3’- ‘6, for some i (1 < i 6 k). Choose i’ 
minimumsuchthatb~>3”~‘b,.Then1<i’~k,andb~~,~3”~‘6,bythe 
minimality of i’. Hence 6, > 36, ~, . 
Now for i’ d i < k, bi > b, > 3”-,b, B 36,. But Bj is a connected graph, 
and it does not have two disjoint connected subgraphs both with at least 
b, + 1 vertices, from the lexicographic lastness of d(8). Hence by (6.2) with 
w  E 1, there is a vertex ui of Bi such that every component of Bi\oi has at 
most b, vertices. Let X= {ui,,..., uk}. We shall show that X satisfies (ii). Let 
C be a component of G\X, and suppose for a contradiction that 
1 V( C)l 2 1 V( G)1/3. There are two cases. 
Case 1. V(C)n(V,u ... u Vi,-,)#O. 
Now 
IV,u ... u V<p,I<b,+3b,+ ... +3”-*b, 
by the minimality of i’, and so 
IV, u 
‘.. u v. ,~~l~~(3”-1-1)bl/2~(3k-l)bl/6<~V(G)~/3. 
Hence V(C) n ( Vi9 u . . . uV,)#@. But C is connected, V(C)nX=@ 
and V(G)= V, u ... u Vk, and so there exist UE V,u ... u Vispl, U’E 
vi, u ... u Vk which are adjacent vertices of C, and not in X. Let u E V,, 
U’ E Vf say, where 1 6 j Q i’ - 1, i’ < j’ < k. Let B be the component of 
Bf\uf which contains u’. Let Bj = G I ( V(B,) u V(B)). Then 
and By\ V(B), B,’ are both connected; thus the set 
{B,.\V(B), B;}u {Bi: 1 <i<k, i#j,j’} 
contradicts the lexicographic lastness of d(g). 
Case 2. V(C)n(V,u ... u V,..-,)=a. 
Hence V(C) E ( V,, u . . . u V,) - X. Let us say that I/’ c V(G) is a piece if 
for some i (i’ < i < k), V’ is the vertex set of a component of B;\u,. Any two 
pieces are thus disjoint. Now V(C) is a union of pieces, and 
(unless k = 1, when the theorem is trivial). Hence there are pieces P, ,..., P, 
say, such that G I (P, u . . ’ u P,) is connected, IP, u ... u P,I > b,, and 
IP, u ‘.’ UP,-,I <b,. Now P, is a piece and so lP,l<b,; hence 
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IP, u ... u P,[ <2b,. Put P=P,v ... UP,. Then I vc - PI,..., 
) Vk - PI > b, , and Bi.\ P,..., Bk\ P are all connected; and so the set 
(G I P, B, ,..., Bi. - , , B,\ P ,..., Bk\ P} 
contradicts the lexicographic lastness of d(B). 
Since the assumption ( V(C)1 > 1 V(G)1/3 leads to a contradiction in both 
cases 1 and 2, every component of G\X has fewer than I V(G))/3 vertices. 
Moreover 1x1 < k since i’ > 1. This completes the proof. 
The following extends (6.3) to disconnected graphs. 
(6.4) Let G be a graph and let k > 0 be an integer. Then at least one of 
the following holds: 
(i) there are k disjoint connected subgraphs of G, each with at least 
4(3k - l)-‘I V(G)(/3 uertices; 
(ii) there is a separation (V,, V,) of G such that IV, n V,I <k and 
I VI - VA, I vz - VII G 21 VW3. 
ProoJ Let G have components G,,..., G,, where II’ 2 lV(G,)l 3 
... B lV(G,)l. If I V(G,)I <2lV(G)l/3 then (ii) is true; indeed, we may 
choose Vi, Vz in (ii) with V, n V, = 0, as is easily seen. We assume then 
that IV(G,)l >2lV(G)l/3, and apply (6.3) to G,. If (6.3) (i) holds for G;, 
then (i) holds for G. We assume then that (6.3) (ii) holds for G,, and 
Xc V(G, ) is such that 1x1 < k and every component of G,\X has fewer 
than 1 V(G,)l/3 vertices. Now 
I VGdIt..., I VGt)l G I VW - I UG,)I < I UW3, 
and so every component of G\X has fewer than I V(G)l/3 vertices. It follows 
easily that (ii) holds, as required. 
7. MESHES AND TREE-WIDTH 
In this section we complete the proof of (2.1). 
(7.1) rf G E F0 rhen G has a separation ( V, , V2) such that ) V, n V21 < 8, 
and IV, - V21, IF’*- VII Q (1 -e;‘)lV(G)I, where f3,, e8 are as defined in 
Section 2. 
ProoJ: If there is a separation ( I’, , Vz) of G with 1 I/, n V,l < OS, and 
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then the result is true, since 8, < 0, and 2/3 d 1-8,‘. We assume then 
there is no such separation, so that by (6.4) there are O5 disjoint connected 
subgraphs A I ,..., A,, of G each with at least 
4(3@5- l))‘/ V(G)1/3 = 8,8,‘1 V(G)1 
vertices. Now by (5.3) G has no (O,, O,)-mesh, and so there do not exist t16 
disjoint connected subgraphs each meeting all of A, ,...~ A H5. By (3.2) there 
exists XG V(G) with ]A’( < a(O,, 0,) = 8, such that every connected sub- 
graph of G which meets all of A ,,..., A05 also meets .Y. Thus, for each 
VE V(A,), X separates {v} from one of A, ,..., AB5, say AiCL,,. 
Choose V’E V(A,) with JV’I >8;‘1V(A,)I such that i(u) is the same for 
all v E v’. Let i(v) = 2 say, for all v E v’. Then 
IJ” >e~‘lV(A,)I >e,‘lV(G)(. 
Choose a separation (V,, V,) of G with V, n V, = X, v’ E V, and 
?‘(A,) E Yz. Then 1 Y, n Vzl < t3,, and 
Iv, - v,l G I V(G)1 - I V(A,)I d Cl- ‘%‘)I f’(G)l 
IV~-V~l~lV(G)l-lV’Id(1-8~‘~lV(G)l. 
This completes the proof. 
(7.2) If G E 3$ and XC V(G) then G has a separation ( V, , V2) such that 
IV,n V,l de, and l(Vl- V,)nXI, l(V,- V,)nXl6(1 -fQ1)IXI. 
Proof: Let N be an integer so large that there is no integer greater than 
(I- f3;‘)lXI and not greater than 
(1 - e;qxI + ~-l((i - ep)l v(G)1 + e,). 
For each v E 1, let N, be a set of N new vertices, and let G’ be the graph 
with vertex set 
such that G’\U VEX N, = G, and for each v E X, every u E N, is adjacent in 
G’ to v and to no other vertex. Evidently G’ E &, and so by (7.1) there is a 
separation (Vi, V;) of G’ with I V; n VzI < O7 and 
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Let V,=V;nV(G), V,=V;nV(G). Now if UE(V,-V~)~X then 





and so by the choice of N, 
Similarly 
But I VI n V2/ ,( Iv; n Y21 d t&, and (I/,, V,) is a separation of G. This 
completes the proof. 
We come to the principal theorem of this paper. 
(7.3) If G EL& then G has tree-width at most 8,. 
Prooj We show, by induction on I V(G)I, that if G E FO and XC V(G) 
and 1x1 < 0708 + 1, then G has a tree-decomposition (T, (X,: t E V(T))) of 
width < 8,) such that X z X, for some t E V(T). We assume the result holds 
for all graphs with fewer vertices than G. We may suppose that I V(G)] > O9 
for otherwise the result is clear. Hence we may assume that 1x1 = 070R + 1. 
By (7.2), there is a separation (V,, V,) of G with I V, n V,I < 0, and 






Hence V, # V(G). Put Gr = G I V, , and 
X,=((V,-VZ)nX)u(V1nV2). 
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Now G1 E Y& and has fewer vertices than G, and 
Thus by induction G, has a tree-decomposition (T,, (X,: t E V( T,))) of 
width Q 19~ such that X, E X,, for some t, E V( T, ). Define GZ, X,, T,, t2 
and a tree-decomposition (T,, ((X, : t E V( T2))) similarly for G 1 V2. We 
assume without loss of generality that T,, T2 are disjoint. Take a new ver- 
tex t, $ V(T,) u V( T,), and let T be the tree with vertex set (to> u V( T,) u 
V(T,), in which to is adjacent to tl and t,, and fit, has two components 
T1, T2. Define X,, = Xu ( V, A VI). Then IX,,I d 8,, and it is easy to see 
that (T, (X,: t E V(T))) is the required tree-decomposition of G. This com- 
pletes the inductive argument, and the theorem follows. 
8. A GENERALIZATION OF THE ERD~S-P&A THEOREM 
The following result is due to Erdos and Posa [4]. 
(8.1) For any integer k 2 0 there is an integer k’ k 0 such that for every 
graph G, at least one of the following is true: 
(i) G has k disjoint circuits; 
(ii) there exists XC V(G) with 1x1 < k’ such that G\X has no circuits. 
It is natural to ask if a similar result holds for other structures instead of 
circuits, A circuit of G may be regarded as a subgraph of G contractible to 
a loop. Motivated by this, we say that a subgraph G’ of a graph G is an H- 
expansion in G (where H is a graph) if some edges of G’ may be contracted 
to produce a graph isomorphic to H. For example, if H is the graph con- 
sisting of a single loop, the H-expansions in a graph G are precisely those 
connected subgraphs of G which have circuits. Thus, the maximum number 
of disjoint H-expansions equals the maximum number of disjoint circuits; 
and XL V(G) meets every H-expansion if and only if it meets every circuit. 
Let us say that a graph H has the Erdiis-P&a property if for every 
integer k > 0 there is an integer k’ 2 0 such that for every graph G, at least 
one of the following holds: 
(i) there are k pairwise vertex-disjoint H-expansions in G 
(ii) there exists XZ V(G) with 1x1 <k’ such that X meets every H- 
expansion in G. 
e Then (8.1) asserts that the graph consisting of a single loop has the 
Erdos-Posa property. We have the following curious characterization. 
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(8.2) A graph has the Erdiis-Pbsa property if and only if it is planar. 
The following lemmas are used to derive (8.2) from our main result (1.5). 
We say that a simple graph G is a subtree intersection graph if there is a 
tree T and a family (T, : u E V(G)) of subtrees of T such that for distinct u, 
v’ E V(G), u, v’ are adjacent in G if and only if T, and T,, have a common 
vertex. We say that a simple graph G is chordal if it has no induced sub- 
graph which is a circuit of four or more vertices. The following is shown in 
CT 51. 
(8.3) G is a subtree intersection graph if and only if G is chordal. 
(In fact for our application we need only the easier “only if” direction.) 
The following is due to Dirac [3]. 
(8.4) If G is chordal and non-null then G has a vertex v such that the ver- 
tices adjacent to v are pairwise adjacent. 
Our main lemma is the following. 
(8.5) Let G be chordal, and let Z1 ,..., Z, be independent subsets of V(G), 
pairwise disjoint, and each with cardinality k. Let x,,..., x, > 0 be integers 
with x1 + . . . + x, = k. Then there exists an independent subset X E V(G) 
with lXnZ,I =xi (1 <idm). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on 1 V(G)1 ; if G is null the result is 
true, and so we assume that G is non-null, and that the theorem holds for 
all graphs with fewer vertices. If there is a vertex u E V(G) with 
u$Z,u ... u Z, the result follows by our inductive hypothesis applied to 
G\u, which is chordal. We assume then that 
ZIU ... uZm= V(G). 
By (8.4), G has a vertex v such that all vertices of G adjacent to v are 
pairwise adjacent. Now v E Z1 u . . . u Z,; we assume that v E Z, without 
loss of generality. If x, = 0 the result follows from our inductive hypothesis 
applied to G\u with m - 1 independent subsets Z1,..., Z,,_ , . We assume 
then that x, # 0. For 1 d i < m - 1, choose vi E Zi adjacent to u if possible, 
and otherwise arbitrarily. 
Every neighbor u of v in G is one of ui ,..., v,,- , ; for if u is adjacent to v, 
then U$ Z, (since Z, is independent) and so UE Zj for some i with 
1 < i < m; hence vi is adjacent to v, but not to u since Zi is independent, 
and so vi=u. Define x;=x ,,..., x~-,=x,-~, x:,=x,--l, G’= 
G\Cv 1 ,..., v,-I,v}, k’=k-1, Zl=Zi- {vi} (1 di<m- l), Zg= 
Z, - {u}. Then Z; ,..., Zk are disjoint independent subsets of V(G’), each of 
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cardinaiity k’, and so by induction there is an independent subset 
X’cV(G’) with IX’nZ;I=x; (l<i<m). Then X=x’u {u} is indepen- 
dent in G, and satisfies the theorem, as required. 
If we apply the foregoing to trees we obtain the following. 
(8.6) Let T be a tree, and let d, ,..., J& be families of subtrees of T. Let 
x1 ,..., x, > 0 be integers, and let x, + ... + x, = k. Suppose that for 
1~ i < m, there are k members of 4. which are pairwise vertex-disjoint. Then 
for 1 < i < m there are xi members T’, ,..., Ti,, of d., such that 
are all pairwise vertex-disjoint. 
Proof: For 1 < i < m, let 9, ,..., 9: be pairwise vertex-disjoint members of 
4. Let G be the subtree intersection graph associated with St,..., Si, S:,..., 
s; ) . . .) sy ) . ..) SF. The theorem follows by applying (8.5) to G, which is chor- 
dal by (8.3). 
We also require the following, which is a standard result in hypergraph 
theory; see, for example, [6]. 
(8.7) Let T be a tree, and let 9 be a family of subtrees of T. Then for 
any integer k > 0, either there are k pairwise vertex-disjoint members of 9, 
or there is a subset XC V(T) with 1 X/ < k which has non-empty intersection 
with every member of 8. 
We can now prove one half of (8.2). 
(8.8) Zf H is planar then H has the Erd&Pdsa property. 
Proof. Let k be a positive integer, and H’ be the graph consisting of k 
disjoint copies of H. Then H’ is planar, and so by (1.5) there is a number 
w  > 0 such that every graph with no minor isomorphic to H’ has tree-width 
< w. Let H have m connected components, and put k’ = (mk - l)(w + 1). 
We shall show that k’ satisfies condition (ii) of the Erdos-Posa property. 
Let the components of H be H, ,..., H,,, . 
Suppose then that G is a graph, and there do not exist k vertex-disjoint 
H-expansions in G. Then G has no minor isomorphic to H’, and so G has 
tree-width <w. Let (T, (X,: t E V(T))) be a tree-decomposition of G such 
that IX,] < w  + 1 for each t E V(T). For 1 < j < m, let &J be the set of all Hi- 
expansions in G, and for each A E 4 let 
T(A)= {te V(T): V(A)nX,#@}. 
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Now A is connected, since it is an Hi-expansion and Hj is connected, and 
so T(A) is the vertex set of a subtree of T. There do not exist 
such that T( A ll),..., T( A Ik),..., T( A,,+) are pairwise vertex-disjoint, since 
otherwise the subgraphs A,, ,..., Alk ,..., A,, would also be pairwise vertex- 
disjoint, yielding k disjoint H-expansions in G, a contradiction. Thus by 
(8.6) and (8.7) there exists Y& V(T) with 1 YI < mk such that for some 
j(lgj<m), Y meets T(A) for every AEJZ$. Let x=u(X,:t~Y). Then 
Xn V(A) # @ for every H-expansion A in G, and 
IXl<(mk-l)(w+l)=k’ 
as required. 
We turn now to the converse of (8.8) to complete the proof of (8.2). A 
surface is a compact 2-manifold. If C is a connected orientable surface, we 
define its genus g(C) as usual-that is, intuitively, the number of handles 
we must add to a sphere to construct C. We wish to extend this definition 
to disconnected orientable surfaces. Let C be an orientable surface, with 
components Cr ,..., Z,, numbered so that g(C, ) B . . . > g(C,). We define 
g(C) to be the sequence g(C,),..., g(Z,). 
We order surfaces by genus lexicographically; that is, if C, Z’ are orien- 
table surfaces with 
gV) = g, ,..., g, 
g(C’) = h, ,..., h,, 
we say g(C) < g(Z) if there exists j with 1 < j < min( k, I), such that gj < h, 
and gj= hi (1 6 i<j). We assume the following three facts. 
(8.9) There is no infinite sequence C,, Z,,... of orientable surfaces with 
AC,+ ,) < g(C,) (i= 1, L.). 
(8.10) Let C be an orientable surface, and let C E Z be homeomorphic to 
a circle. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) there is a closed disc A c Z with C = bd A; 
(ii) there is an orientable surface G’ with g(Z) < g(C), and disjoint 
closeddiscs A,,A,cC’, such that .Z-(A,uA,)=Z-C. 
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(8.11) If r is a connected open subset of a surface C, and every subset of 
r homeomorphic to a circle bounds a closed disc in C, then there is an open 
disc A G 2 with r E A. 
Now let H be a graph. By (8.9), there is an orientable surface Z in which 
H can be drawn, with g(Z) minimal. 
(8.12) For any drawing of H in ,X and any region r of this drawing, there 
is an open disc A G Z with r c A. 
Proof If there is no such A, then by (8.11) there is a subset Cc r 
homeomorphic to a circle, which bounds no closed disc of C. But then by 
(8.10) there is an orientable surface C’ with g(Z) < g(C) in which H can 
be drawn, a contradiction. 
(8.13) With H, Z as in (8.12), any two drawings of H in C meet. 
ProoJ: Since H is non-planar, it has a non-planar component H*. If 
there are two disjoint drawings of H in C, there is a drawing of H* and a 
drawing of H which are disjoint. But this is impossible, by (8.12), since H* 
is non-planar. 
(8.14) H does not have the Erdiis-Pdsa property. 
Proof: Let C be as in (8.12), and let k’ > 0 be any integer. Take 2k’ + 1 
drawings of H in Z, chosen so that no point of C is in more than two of 
them, and only finitely many points of C are in more than one of them. If 
we view the crossings as representations of new 4-valent vertices, the union 
of these drawings is a drawing of a graph G. Now G has 2k’ + 1 subgraphs 
II Hw+,r , ,..., each a subdivision of a copy of H, such that no vertex of G 
is in more than two of them. It follows that if XE V(G) and 1x1 <k’ then 
G\X has an H-expansion; and yet G does not have two disjoint H-expan- 
sions, by (8.13) because G may be drawn in Z. Thus H does not have the 
Erdbs-Posa property. 
To sum up, (8.8) and (8.14) together yield (8.2), as required. 
Another natural generalization of the ErdossPosa theorem would be to 
regard a circuit as a subdivision of a loop, rather than as a graph contrac- 
tible to a loop. One could replace (i) and (ii) in the definition of the 
Erdiis-Posa property by 
(i) G has k disjoint subgraphs, each a subdivision of a graph 
isomorphic to H 
(ii) there exists XE V(G) with 1x1 <k’ such that X meets every sub- 
graph of G which is isomorphic to a subdivision of H. 
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We have been unable to decide if this property is again equivalent to 
planarity. 
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